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From The Editor
Inspiration sometimes sparks out of in-

tangible pieces of nothingness, and then a 
niche is born. My mother asked me, “Why 
Vulgar Colors?” Vulgar doesn’t have to be 
associated with obscenity and if it does, so 
what? Something can be blatantly uncut 
that beauty may stem from it. I hear sounds 
and see colors in music. A nasty bass line, 
roars from a rhythm section, and sensu-
al strings make the substantial ones feel. 
Natural highs from improvisation or a jam 
session is what music is about. So I present  
sounds pulsating in vibrant and vivid, 
Vulgar Colors. From antique musick drip-
ping in raw instrumentation to dirty hip 
hop, VC is here to preserve what was, and 
still is, imprinted to last. Charlie Smarts 
and Digitz gracing the premiere issue with 
their old school flavor is exactly what I’m 
“talembout.” Allow me to feed your ear mu-
sical nutrients. The Bedstuy tribe is here. 

                 
                                                      Much Light,

                  Chee
             

[ as the vinyl spins ]
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Stark  Reality

Similar to a pup being tossed into 
chaotic situations with the rest of the 
wolf pack, Stark Reality’s ‘Dreams’ 
leaves a vivid instillation of dizzy-
ing perturbation--a healthy men-
tal disorder however. Visualizations 
painted by a shrilling, unorthodox 
electric guitar wailing over busy 
percussion; soft accents from Monty 
Stark’s vibraphone; and a bass solo 
foreshadowing an unexpected killer 
ending, shapes a textured infusion 
of jazz and funk. This 1970 magical 
concoction displays a psychedelic 
excursion wandering into a land of 
musical wilderness, while bleeding 
distorted sounds that may very well 
appear as colors if allowing the ear 
to gain access. 

The variety of instrumentation 
provokes a pure example of lyricism 
through segmental arrangement. 
From unarranged guitar wails co-
herent with soft vibraphone accents, 
a sound sincerely grooving to flower 
power influences produced whimsi-
cal and progressive rhythms with 
little words. Easily floating alone in 
a pool of funky classics, it’s evident 
as to why Schoolboy Q and Skyzoo 
sparked some interest in sampling 
from an authentic concept.



WE LIVE IN BK  
" We trying to make it baby. 
  
   We want to make it baby. 
  
   We’re gonna make it baby 
  
   because we live in Brooklyn baby. ”

tells a story of a vigor that flows 
within Brooklyn and with such 
an attitude flossed in an influen-
tial flavor of a spirit by the peo-
ple. The bureau has been through 
treacherous conditions but lead-
ership and interior wealth is the 
outcome of struggle. Some of the 
greatest sounds originated from 
these streets. From the Jazz Age 
in the 20s to Latin jazz influenc-
es emerging in the 60s. From 
funky soul mobs in the 70s to 
breakdancing, graffiti, and even-
tually the birth of hip hop, de-
rives a tender grasp onto the cul-
ture. Pioneers who’ve left riches 
along the sidewalks for later gen-
erations to gather once marked 
these streets with innovation, 
and created a vibrant presence 
worthy of altering into valuable 
property. Crooklyn turns into 
hipster Brooklyn and now a life 
residing in the bureau is satis-
fyingly trendy. YOU want to live 
here now. Interesting how that 
works out.
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“I was at Cardis (off of 59 & Bissonnet) for the Bad Boy 
promo tour featuring Craig Mack and B.I.G. I’d been to so 
many rap shows up to that point that I have never seen a 
crowd focus in on an MC like they did that night. He rapped 
with his eyes damn near closed. During ‘Unbelievable’ the 
DJ switched over to the instrumental of Mad Lion’s ‘Take It 
Easy’ mid way into the song and the crowd went nuts. While 
all this is happening, the record skips ‘cause it had a scratch 
in it. B.I.G. turned around, picked the tone arm up off the re-
cord, and threw it against the wall and said, “Fuck that, on 

to the next joint.”
                                                   

       DJ Roo, Houston



Dear Biggie

“I remember growing up in the sub-
urbs and being one of those kids that 
listened to a variety of music. Hip hop 
was still an unknown genre to me as 
I didn’t quite connect to it yet. And 
then I saw Lil Kim’s ‘Crush’ on MTV 
who I thought was such a fresh female 
with her eyes, her wigs and ultimate-
ly the way she spoke. I loved the way 
hip hop formed in my mouth; the way 
my lips moved to project a verse from 
a song. I felt strong. Entered Biggie 
Smalls, the story teller that painted a 
picture of a life I didn’t understand. I 
wasn’t “glamoured” by a life of drugs, 
girls, money, power and fame but I 
respected his journey. And I believe 
that it’s this connection that brings 
music, culture, identity and people 
together with a sense of realness and 

brutal honesty.”
                      

                 

Stephanie Olga, Long Island
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Jazz pianist and composer, Keita-
ro Mino, led the 1975 Japanese James 
Bond-inspired sitcom ‘Gorilla Seven 
BGM.’ This short-lived but organically 
infused one-minute track is one of the 
best examples of a marriage between 
bass and drums. I promise you, all you 
need is a bass line; it’s an instrument 
that’s simply holding down the melody 
with a quick rearrangement here and 
there, but nonetheless dynamic. Subtle 
taps on high-hats; a plangent bass line 
that’s low, rusty, and deep; and accented 
congas makes you want to loop this song 
over and over. I can absolutely envision 
my father watching this exact show on 
TV and hearing the soundtrack from 
my room wondering, “What is this awe-
someness bleeding through the walls?”

The house was always alive and breath-
ing in and out entertainment from ei-
ther the TV box, a record spinning, or 
my father pounding piano keys playing 
behind a ‘Police’ tape. His frequent pat-
terns of spilling coffee in the car while 
getting thrills from a jazzy brass section 
to playing by ear to his cassette tapes—-
My God, did this man crave for his tapes. 
Belching out notes. Stop. Rewind. Play. 
Play to the entire performance as if he’s 
Elton John’s back-up pianist or singing 
behind Sade. I was always reserved the 
best seat in the house. The passion at-
tached to music was evident, and I didn’t 
have much of a choice but to adapt to col-
orful waves and layers in which music 
builds to unfold. Luckily, music flows in 
the entire household’s veins.



VC: How did music treat you as a kid? 

B: Music replaced my parents sometimes. If 
my pops didn’t get the chance to drop jewels 
and knowledge, I’d listen to Nas. I’d always 
try to improve my conscious in some type 
of way. 

VC: Bones as a producer? 

B: When you make beats, everyone is your brother. Every 
rapper should know how to make beats. You cant walk into a 
producer’s  studio and say you don’t like the beats. You cant 
distract a man from his life to make a beat that you don’t like.

VC: Who would you like to rap over your beats?

B: If I could resurrect the dead, Big L. I would like to see what 
creative concepts he would be able to come up with to see if he 
could adapt to what’s going on now. I idolize in him that much. 

VC: You’re a NY rapper who says NY doesn’t support their 
own.

B: Some rappers just don’t have that platform up here and 
don’t necessarily reach out to these artists. They’d rather go 
to the south for that. They will bump us in the south some-
where so  it’s a shame we have to travel outside of New York 
to get love.

VC: Who do you jam to?

B: Black Moon x Smif-n-Wessun x The Tribe x  De La Soul x Big 
Daddy Kane x Brand Nubian x Busta Rhymes x Method Man 
x Redman

VC: Spit some knowledge. 

B: Good music gets a free pass anywhere. If you make good 
music people cant front on that.  That rules all.

VC: Spread light. 

B: I love everybody...today. The earth got me loving everybody 
today.”
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The Peddlers’ 1968 LP, ‘How 
Cool is Cool’, presented one of the 
most glowing tracks to grace an 
infusion of jazz with pop juices in 
an era that seems to have flooded 
England during a rock craze. Be-
fore these three Brits got ahold of 
the original song, ‘On a Clear Day 
You Can See Forever’ was first ap-
plauded three years earlier float-
ing along to a Broadway musical 
performed by John Cullum. Sing-
er and pianist of The Peddlers, 
Roy Phillip’s; bassist, Tab Mar-
tin; and drummer, Trevor Morais 
created a prototype-like example 
of how to cover an original song 
while still catering to person-
al musical influences. Phillip’s 
rarity of a masculine voice com-
posed of deep, sultry tones sing-
ing along to a striking organ, and 
eight count brushes on the hi-hat 
accommodates a classic, blues 
sound. Roy Phillip’s overwhelm-
ing jazz pitch is in a catalog with 
Amy Winehouse and Billie Hol-
iday—significant and unusual 
voices that are like pearls.

The 
Peddlers



The 
Meters

It’s the simple delights in everyday living we must appreciate as these tiny mo-
ments brighten our souls like an array of plants, flowers and trees in an in-
finite garden. ‘Stormy’ associates with one of those twinkling experiences that 
occurred one day in good ole’ Bushwick. Skytown BK gave me the opportunity 
of DJ’ing a brunch at their hip restaurant of various offerings depending on if 
you want a café, bar or dance floor. Everyone was moving to the set and there 
just wasn’t a necessity to stop the groove so the day blossomed into an evening 
shindig. Away from the familiar neighborhood kids, it was nice to get an inquiry 
from an unfamiliar face. I knew which song he was depicting to me as he said, 
“three songs ago..kinda mellow.” It’s always endearing in the smallest gesture 
when a gang of souls enjoy and share music resting in the idea that it’s a univer-
sal form of expression.

‘Stormy’ unwinds a soulful 
blues concept with a somber 
guitar, slow and mellow taps 
from percussion, and an organ 
bending pitches. The catchy 
and loveable guitar strings cre-
ates a smooth, fluent pattern 
that sweetly compliments the 
tone. Each pluck is accented 
and blends with the rest of the 
musicians, like a harmonious 
choir on one accord. Each strum 
compounds on top of one anoth-
er and the notes fall right into 
place that it’s easy to be shifted 
into a lovey mood. Let out a sigh 
of endearment—-pun intended. 



DJ Ill Digitz

“I Love the 
sound of keys.”



Charlie  
Smarts

”It’s audio
psychiatry.”
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VC: What are you guys working on?

ID: It’s been a long time since we put out an album 
so we actually have one finished. Just waiting on 
some people for it to go down but looking to put it 
out in August. Then we’ll do the process of videos 
to press to promo interviews and all of that--hope 
to set up and eight-tour stop when the album drops. 
Just tryna get our ducks in a row.

VC: What’s the theme?

CS: This album differs from most.  It has a little 
more gravity. We’re happy go lucky in our themes 
but this has a bit of more sadness to it. 9th wonder 
likes different versions of us then we like from our-
selves and that’s all good. Once people know what 
they want from you, it can get boring.

ID: We like to talk shit, be confident and cool but 
this album shows a side of apprehension from us. 
It’s deeper stuff. 9th is the executive producer on 
this one. 

VC: The internet changed the game for literally 
everybody. 

ID: It shortens the news cycle. You put a lot of time 
into something that’s consumed so quickly. People 
sit with it then move on. You gotta have that in mind 
and have new stuff on the horizon.

CS: The realest shit is offline. Before we do a show 
we have to print flyers out, get on the radio, and 
hand stuff out. You gotta be in visible form. I see art-
ists you think are killing it online and no one is at 
their shows. We want to do our thing in reality not 
virtual reality. Coming to your crib is the real shit.

VC: Digitz, Do you spin vinyl? 

ID: I’m a real DJ. I was blessed to spin on vinyl for 
four years. A lot of these dudes don’t know what it’s 
like to use a turntable at all, let alone Serato.

VC: Do you think it’s a cop out not to know turnta-
bles? 

ID: I would put those guys who don’t use turntables 
in a slightly different category. I don’t know what I 
would call it. It’s just not quite the exact same thing. 
I’m more about reading crowds, scratching; doubling 
up on the record.

VC: Who do you guys jam to? 

ID: A lot of people like Motown but I’m more on a Sarah 
Vaughn and Thelonious Monk vibe. I’m a jazz man.

CS: Marvin Gaye x Chaka Khan x Rza x Ghostface

VC: What’re your favorite instruments? 

ID: I always make the distinction if you had to pick 
if you would rather live without the guitar sound or 
without the piano sound, and I’m a piano guy. Any hip 
hop beat with a chill piano vibe is always a favorite.

CS: I’m drawn to the bass guitar because it’s usually 
the backbone of most songs. Funk is built on it.

VC: Beat then lyrics or other way around? 

CS: You have to go for the beat.

ID: You have to get that first impression.

VC: Charlie, tell me about your hair?  

CS: Mine just looks weird. It’s regular here and here 
it’s dreaded. I don’t know what to do with it. 

ID: We always make fun of him. We say there’s the holy 
trinity of Kid Cudi, Basquit, and Charlie Smarts. When 
he was opening up for Rhapsody on tour with Mac Mill-
er, all the kids called him Cudi. You dont have a natural 
hair blog? 
                                                                         
VC: Nah, I have a natural music blog.•
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VC: Tell the people what is it that you do.

R: I just tell people about the shit that I like and 
why I like it, whether it’s through music writing or 
photography.

VC: Love for hip hop? 

R: I live and communicate through a culture that 
often promotes violence and stereotypical illusions 
of black life, but it’s also my main support of hope 
and has been an intellectual guidance.

VC: How do you contribute to the culture? 

R: I talk with artists all the time about what I feel 
are good habits in the music and I write about that. 
I do interviews, not for any money, but just for the 
love, and I buy records. I’ve assembled shows and 
managed artists. I’m just apart of it.

VC: Introduce LETE Magazine.

R:  LETE is about how we see this culture and it’s 
about bringing shit back to the neighborhood. I 
look at a lot of the images now and I don’t feel like 
the experience is like when I grew up. I was a kid 
listening to music and I felt so personal about it. I 
wanted to create something with care that’s a little 
more intimate.

VC:When are you launching the website?

R: We’re planning for late May. We’re almost there 
now. My homie, Jack Sommer, and I have been 
working on this for a minute.

VC:  Spread light. 

R: I want to get away from time. I feel like it’s all 
about time and speed for a lot of these artists and 
publications. I just want to build a community of 
people that care for good music.
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WE SALUTE
 

Lady
Day

A woman praising another woman is a 
beautiful art within its natural element. 
Together Vulgar Carnioress and Vulgar 
Colors toast to a strong womanhood per-
ceivable in the lovely Lady Day regardless 
of character slashes. As we cheers to a pi-
oneer and engineer who helped pave jazz 
music and vocals, it’s an important factor 
to shine some light to those who came be-
fore us, impacting our hearts with truth. 
The art of giving is the joy of being able 
to inspire, and Billie Holiday’s abrupt 
personality with a twist of femininity at-
tracts us two women. 

Holiday’s defying mannerisms of blunt 
lashes with the tongue and proudly claim-
ing this role as a woman is commend-
able. The award-winning figure no doubt 
pushed the boundaries involuntarily 
placed upon women during these times. 
The monumental-like singer taught us 
how to wear confidence with a stain not 
only as human beings but also as women 
aware of their powers. Jigga said it best, 
“you design yourself” and Lady Day made 
it clear that as women, define your role. 
“She affects me as a woman; she was real. 
I can’t be offended by her vulgarity if I 
wasn’t physically around to know,” says 
Carnivoress. Yeah, you can say this is a 
girl power piece. 



Gap 

Mangione
A frolicking and curiously-pleasant in-
troduction sweeps my mind through now 
what seems like an ancient memory of 
mom reading me Pippi Longstocking at 9 
pm sharp, or simply pausing for a bit of 
grace by watching water droplets fall from 
leaves. Light and lifting sounds from the 
wind and brass sections lead into a gor-
geous chorus we know as, “Don’t sell. Your-
self .To fall. In love.” Charming symphonic 
arrangements scream for future admirers 
to sample from Diana (Ahem. Slum Vil-
lage, Ghostface, Madlib, Jaylib, and Goril-
la Black.) The album art helps those ten-
der memories of simple pleasure create a 
peace from music. As it depicts an  image 
of a woman’s face in clouds in the sky, Di-
ana  is easily a goddess hovering over fall’s 
presence.

Relatable to the falling action of a story 
after a heavy climax has erupted, the most 
captivating segment greets us where the 
bridge peaks. After overwhelming blares 
from the brass section comes to an end, we 
meet an ear-penetrating, sensual break-
down of wind instruments. Jazz strings 
in my heart pluck with sweaty anticipa-
tion as to where thou ears are being led to 
next. There’s a feathery tap on the snare 
to an eight-count beat that introduces a 
blossoming jazz affect that marks this Gap 
Mangione composition as an extremely 
easy listen. When music consoles the ears, 
little limitation takes place and it’s such a 
sweet feeling.  
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L ED Z EPP E L I N

Howlin’ Wolf’s 1964 original proposes 
progressive blues with a few hints of rock 
influences. ‘Kicking Floor’ knocked some 
flavor into the charts as it was inducted 
into the Blues Hall of Fame in ’91. Zeppelin 
merged their hard rock style into ‘The Lem-
on Song’ by displaying a spicy electric gui-
tar borrowed from the original’s riff. Not to 
mention the bass solo is intricately painting 
a two-minute deep funk excursion brought 
to us by John Paul Jones. Howls and 
scratchy vocals without extra machinery 
muscles provokes a raw talent that’s simi-
lar to a live performance. Jimi Hendrix also 
paid homage to Howlin’ Wolf throughout his 
1965-66 tour by performing a cranked up 
version aligned to his guitar style.

Peace is an intangible medicinal dose of a 
quiet acceptance. “To each its own” when 
choosing music to unwind to while escaping 
the days’ worries. Sometimes [us] vulgar 
kids don’t want to be calm. We don’t get plea-
sure from standing around looking at others 
looking at other collected kids, watch more 
reserved folks. [We] have moments where 
tweaking out is necessary to garage punk, 
French house, or psychedelic rock to shake 
the crazy out of the nervous system. Music 
is a majestic form of meditation so whether 
you release the inner beast tamely, in a meek 
manner or thrasher it out, pay attention to 
the body’s natural flow of movement and find 
your rhythm.



“ Ahem,
Creators create.  Waiters wait.  You can be one or the other.  

Make something terrible then make something less terrible.

At least you are making something.  

Chop Wood till the tree falls.  

Turn the phone off for no reason and take a walk.  

Maybe I should get another job.  

If I could just work a year and get let go I could be on 

unemployment again.  

2 times it’s happened and both times have been amazing.  

More time to live my dreams. 
Charlie Smarts, 
Kooley High

“



www.vulgarcolors.tumblr.com


